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Summary
Background Idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF) is a progressive interstitial lung disease with poor prognosis and a
high economic burden for individuals and healthcare resources. Studies of the costs associated with the efficiency of
IPF medications are scarce. We aimed to conduct a network meta-analysis (NMA) and cost-effectiveness analysis to
identify the optimum pharmacological strategy among all currently available IPF regimens.

Methods We first performed a systematic review and network meta-analysis. We searched eight databases for eligible
randomised controlled trials (RCTs) published, in any language, between January 1, 1992 and July 31, 2022, that
investigated the efficacy or tolerability (or both) of drug therapies for the treatment of IPF. The search was
updated on February 1, 2023. Eligible RCTs were enrolled, with no restriction on dose, duration, or length of
follow-up, if they included at least one of: all-cause mortality, acute exacerbation rate, disease progression rate,
serious adverse events, and any adverse events under investigation. A subsequent Bayesian NMA within random-
effects models was performed, followed by a cost-effectiveness analysis using the data obtained from our NMA, by
developing a Markov model from the US payer’s perspective. Assumptions were checked by deterministic and
probabilistic sensitivity approaches to identify sensitive factors. We prospectively registered the protocol
(CRD42022340590) in PROSPERO.

Findings 51 publications comprising 12,551 participants with IPF were analysed for the NMA, and the findings
indicated that pirfenidone and N-acetylcysteine (NAC) + pirfenidone were the most efficacious and tolerable. The
pharmacoeconomic analysis showed that NAC + pirfenidone was associated with the highest potentiality of being
cost-effective at willingness-to-pay (WTP) thresholds of US$150,000 and $200,000, on the basis of quality-adjusted life
years (QALYs), disability-adjusted life years (DALYs) and mortality, with the probability ranging from 53% to 92%.
NAC was the minimum cost agent. Compared with placebo, NAC + pirfenidone improved effectiveness by
increasing QALYs by 7.02, and reducing DALYs by 7.10 and deaths by 8.40, whilst raising overall costs by $516,894.

Interpretation This NMA and cost-effectiveness analysis suggests that NAC + pirfenidone is the most cost-effective
option for treatment of IPF at WTP thresholds of $150,000 and $200,000. However, given that clinical practice
guidelines have not addressed the application of this therapy, large well-designed and multicentre trials are
warranted to provide a better picture of IPF management.
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Research in context

Evidence before this study
Idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF) is a progressive interstitial
lung disease with poor prognosis, eventuating high economic
burden for individuals and healthcare resources. However,
studies in regards to the costs associated with efficiency of IPF
medications are scarce, mostly focused on few specific drugs
with limited trials and participants. Literature search for
network meta-analysis (NMA) was performed on Medline,
Embase, Web of Science, CENTRAL, CNKI, ClinicalTrials.gov,
WHO ICTRP, and ISRCTN Registry, of randomised controlled
trials published between January 1, 1992, and July 31, 2022
(updated search: February 1, 2023), that investigated the
efficacy or tolerability of drug therapies for treatment of IPF.
Broad search terms related to combinations of eligible drug
interventions and IPF. Previous NMA have generally
compared drug treatments for IPF, which overlooked the
parameters of health utility for further economic evaluation.

Added value of this study
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first evaluation of all
currently available drug strategies for treatment of IPF that
has offered a rank order for options on the balance of efficacy,
safety, and cost-effectiveness. Through comprehensive

retrieval, 51 studies comprising 12,551 individuals with IPF
were identified for NMA, and exhibited a moderate risk of
bias. This work updated the existing evidence of NMA
assessing 20 regimens for IPF and focused on health utility
values. The cost-effectiveness analysis brought together
evidence on clinical effectiveness and costs. The combination
of N-acetylcysteine (NAC) and pirfenidone had the highest
potentiality of cost-effectiveness at willingness-to-pay
thresholds of US$150,000 and $200,000, on the basis of
quality-adjusted life year (QALY), disability-adjusted life year
(DALY), and mortality outcomes.

Implications of all the available evidence
Current evidence suggests that NAC plus pirfenidone could be
considered as a cost-effective option for treatment of IPF;
however, clinical practice guidelines have not addressed the
application of this therapy so further work is needed, which
may provide support for the development of prescribing
guidelines for rational drug use. Large well-designed and
multicentre trials, addressing adverse events rate and quality
of life under multifarious conditions, are warranted to provide
a better picture of IPF management in future studies.
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Introduction
Idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF) is a progressive,
fibrosing and ultimately fatal interstitial lung disease
(ILD) of unknown aetiology, primarily occurring in
older adults.1,2 It is a rare disease, still the prevalence
appears to have increased over the decades.3–5 Patients
undergoing IPF carry a poor prognosis, with an esti-
mated median survival within 3–5 years upon diagnosis
without treatment,6,7 and characterised by declined pul-
monary function, worsening dyspnea, and impaired
health-related quality of life,8–10 eventuating a high global
health burden of disease.5

Few pharmacological therapies are currently avail-
able for treatment of IPF, such as antifibrotic medica-
tions pirfenidone and nintedanib, which are approved to
slow the rate of decline in forced vital capacity (FVC),
however the progression of disease is neither halted nor
reversed.11 Besides, recent trials on several investiga-
tional drugs and combinations indicate encouraging
results to some extent, nevertheless, the benefits stay
inconclusive.12,13 As a chronic respiratory condition, IPF
requires lifelong medication. Moreover, the costs on
drug therapies for IPF are uneven, and some couple
with high prices.14 Due to the irreversible nature of IPF,
as well as the multitude of acute exacerbation and hos-
pitalisation that accompany it, a substantial economic
burden has been imposed on individuals and overall
healthcare resources.15–17
To date, studies in regards to the costs associated
with efficiency of IPF medications are scarce, and
mostly focus on few specific drugs with limited trials
and participants.18,19 Thus, an unmet need exists for
systematic evaluation on which treatment approach is
more efficacious, well-tolerated and cost-effective in
patients with IPF. We integrated direct and indirect
evidence and conducted a network meta-analysis
(NMA) with cost-effectiveness analysis, for the first
time, upon randomised controlled trials (RCTs) so as
to comprehensively summarise, compare and rank
the relative potentiality for treatment of IPF among all
currently available drug strategies from the US
payer’s perspective. These health-economic informa-
tion may facilitate improved access to IPF medica-
tions who may most benefit for patients and
clinicians, and inform drug pricing negotiation for
policymakers.
Methods
Ethics
Relevant data were retrieved from public databases,
including Medline, Embase, Web of Science, CEN-
TRAL, CNKI, ClinicalTrials.gov, WHO ICTRP, and
ISRCTN Registry. Ethical approval and informed con-
sent were covered in the original studies and was not
applicable for this study.
www.thelancet.com Vol 61 July, 2023
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Network meta-analysis
This systematic review and network meta-analysis
complied with the recommendations of the Preferred
Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-
Analyses (PRISMA) and the PRISMA extension state-
ment for NMA.20–22 The protocol was prospectively
registered with PROSPERO (registration number
CRD42022340590).

Search strategy
To identify eligible RCTs, we performed literature
searches on Medline, Embase, Web of Science Core
Collection, Cochrane Central Register of Controlled
Trials (CENTRAL), Chinese National Knowledge Infra-
structure (CNKI, academic journal database),
ClinicalTrials.gov, World Health Organization Interna-
tional Clinical Trials Registry Platform (WHO ICTRP),
and International Standard Randomized Controlled
Trial Number (ISRCTN) Registry published from 1
January 1992 to 31 July 2022 (date of last search: 1
February 2023), that investigated the efficacy and/or
tolerability of drug therapies for treatment of IPF.
Search terms and MeSH headings related to combina-
tions of eligible drug interventions and IPF. Details for
search strategy on the retrieved databases and registers
were presented in Supplementary Text S1. Citations of a
recently released systematic review and NMA,23

retrieved up to April 2021, was also scanned for addi-
tional inclusion. Reference lists of eligible trials and
clinical guidelines were manually screened for potential
enrolment.

Selection criteria
We considered eligible trials that met the following
criteria: RCTs irrespective of design, in which an
identified drug treatment or combinations of in-
terventions were compared with placebo or no treat-
ment. Patients were individuals diagnosed with IPF,
defined by individual authors in accordance with 2022
update to the American Thoracic Society (ATS)/Euro-
pean Respiratory Society (ERS)/Japanese Respiratory
Society (JRS)/Latin American Thoracic Association
(ALAT) guidelines, without restrictions on sex, age
and ethnicity. Interventions were drug therapies for
treatment of IPF, with no restrict on dose, duration
and length of follow-up. At least one of the following
patient-important outcome was adopted: all-cause
mortality, acute exacerbation rate, disease progres-
sion rate, serious adverse events, and any adverse
events under investigation. No language restriction
was imposed. Publication date was implemented in
recent three decades given the changes in differential
diagnosis process.24 Studies were excluded based on
these criteria: duplicated data; ineligible study design;
laboratory model; prophylactic effect studies; ineli-
gible interventions and outcomes; inappropriate
comparator and lack of sufficient data. Interventions
www.thelancet.com Vol 61 July, 2023
and outcome parameters of interests were presented
in Supplementary Text S2.

Data abstraction, risk of bias, and certainty of evidence
Teams of two reviewers (ZCY, YY, ZCR and LZH)
independently screened papers by titles and abstracts for
possible inclusion. If either reviewer considered a study
potentially eligible, full text were retrieved and assessed
criteria in duplicate for final inclusion. After pilot testing
our standardised form, two authors (ZCY and JTL)
independently extracted and summarised relevant in-
formation from main reports and supplementary ma-
terials of the enrolled trials, including study
characteristics (e.g. first author, year of publication, re-
gion, study design and setting, sample size), participant
characteristics (e.g. sex ratio, mean age, ethnicity), and
treatment characteristics (e.g. intervention and dose,
comparator and dose, duration, follow up, outcome pa-
rameters reported), etc. For multi-arm trials comparing
dosage differences of an identical regimen, data were
only extracted from a common or recommended
dosage. If necessary, we approximated statistics from
graphs. When possible, results based on the intention-
to-treat principle were preferentially extracted. For tri-
als identified from previous meta-analyses, extracted
data were checked with the reported data to ensure ac-
curacy (CJY). Corresponding authors of the original re-
cords were contacted to supplement incomplete or
unpublished data.

Risk of bias of randomised trials was appraised in
seven specified domains by two independent in-
vestigators (ZM and ZCR) with the Cochrane Collabo-
ration’ tool.25 Each domain was scored as high risk,
some concerns or low risk. Certainty of evidence for
direct and network estimates was further investigated
following GRADE framework (Grading of Recommen-
dations Assessment, Development and Evaluation) by
two independent reviewers (ZCR and LZH), which
classified quality of evidence as high, moderate, low, or
very low certainty for each comparison and outcome.26

The starting point for RCT is high, and could be
downward rated based on limitations in risk of bias,
imprecision, inconsistency (heterogeneity), indirect-
ness, and publication bias.

Discrepancies among authors were settled by panel
discussion to achieve a consensus during retrieval, data
abstraction and risk of bias assessment process, when
necessary, through arbitration by a senior scholar (CJY).

Data analysis
Data for pooling were calculated as rate ratio (RR) for
dichotomous outcomes (that is, all-cause mortality,
acute exacerbation, disease progression, serious adverse
events and any adverse events); mean difference (MD)
for continuous outcomes (that is, lung functions and
health-related quality of life); and hazard ratio (HR) for
survival analysis indexes, with corresponding 95%
3
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confidence intervals (CIs) as summary statistics, and
were converted to the same unit of measurement, if
required.27,28 The NMA combined no treatment and
placebo into a single control node.

For available direct associations across interventions
and outcomes, conventional pairwise random-effects
model was imposed. Cochran’ Q test and I2 statistic
were applied to assess the heterogeneity in treatment
effects among trials.29,30 T-statistic (Hartung-Knapp-
Sidik-Jonkman method) was used for small sample
analysis (n < 10).31 Heterogeneity variance was esti-
mated based on restricted maximun likelihood (REML)
approach in both direct and indirect comparisons.32 To
explore the efficacy and tolerability of each intervention
for IPF, we estimated absolute rates as well. A two sided
P value less than 0.05 indicated as statistical difference,
barring the Q test, where P value of 0.10 was set.33,34

Sensitivity analyses were planned on clinical trial
phase and risk of bias.

We undertook a bayesian NMA to simultaneously
compare all relevant drug therapies for each parameter,
and pooled data were synthesised within random effects
models. We appraised the ranking probabilities of drug
therapies for treatment of IPF, and offered a relative
hierarchy grounded on surface under the cumulative
ranking curve (SUCRA).35 Cluster plots of SUCRA
values were constructed for pairs of efficacy and safety
outcomes to assess benefit and risk concurrently. Pub-
lication bias was assessed by visual inspection of com-
parison adjusted funnel plots asymmetry,36 and Begg’s
and Egger’s tests, where appropriate.37 Trim-and-fill
analysis was further performed to account for possible
publication bias.38

Key characteristics within treatment comparisons
were compared to appraise whether effect modifiers
were similarly distributed across trials, to seek for po-
tential sources of clinical and methodological heteroge-
neity. Node-spitting approach and Higgins model
(design-by-treatment interaction model) were adopted
for evaluating network consistency assumption for pri-
mary endpoints.39,40 The design-by-treatment interaction
model provided a global assumption of consistency
across the entire network. The node splitting method
separated evidence into direct and indirect on a partic-
ular comparison (node) and then assessed their
discrepancies.

Data synthesis was conducted using STATA (version
17.0, TX, USA), WinBUGS (version 1.4.3, Cambridge,
UK), Review manager software (RevMan, version 5.4,
Copenhagen, Danmark) and GRADEprofiler (version
3.6, Hamilton, Canada).

Pharmacoeconomic analysis
In cost-effectiveness analysis, we evaluated all currently
available drug strategies for treatment of IPF using the
data obtained from our NMA. Only recommended
doses were considered. Pentraxin, pamrevlumab and
simtuzumab were excluded from this analysis because
of insufficiently evidence regarding drug price. The
combination of nintedanib and pirfenidone was
excluded for inadequate information on acute exacer-
bation. Considering that US dollar had certain advan-
tages on data generalisability, we developed the
economic model from the US payer’s perspective.41

This research followed the CHEERS (Consolidated
Health Economic Evaluation Reporting Standards)
reporting guideline.42

Model structure
A Markov model was developed and simulated to es-
timate the cost-effectiveness, in which placebo was
included simultaneously with all treatment options.
Each regimen has the same model structure yet with
different costs, effectiveness, and event probabilities.
The model was established in yearly cycles using
TreeAge Pro Software (version 2020, Williamstown,
Massachusetts, USA) with the following four mutually
independent health states: IPF, disease progression,
acute exacerbation and death. The initial model states
for all participants were IPF, and transitioned to acute
exacerbation, progressed disease, death or stayed in
IPF state. Simulations were run over 10,000 iterations,
with each iteration representing one patient. At each
time point, the proportion of participants in certain
Markov state was decided by our NMA estimates. Time
horizon was set at 11 years, and the range was esti-
mated from the baseline age (67 years) acquired from
NMA to the life expectancy (78 years) reported by US
life-tables.43

Effectiveness
We measured quality-adjusted life years (QALYs),
disability-adjusted life years (DALYs) and all-cause
mortality among regimens. Mean value was adopted
as the value of its state with beta distributions. For
estimating QALYs, data were collected from the enrolled
RCTs in our NMA, which reported utility scores of
quality of life in different health states related to the
economic model, comprising EuroQol Five Dimensions
Questionnaire (EQ-5D) and St. George’s Respiratory
Questionnaire (SGRQ) index. EQ-5D was preferentially
abstracted, when reported. Conversion equation was
obtained as described in the study by Starkie et al. (EQ-
5D utility = 0.9617–0.0013 SGRQ Total-0.0001 SGRQ
Total 2 + 0.0231 Male).44 Global DALYs were sourced
from Global Burden of Disease (GBD) Study 2017.45

Death was the terminal state of Markov model, and
the number of death cases in each cycle was calculated
by the model parameters. We merged the rates of all-
cause mortality, acute exacerbation and disease pro-
gression, which were extracted from NMA by meta-
analysis method, calculated the 95% CI and standard
deviation, and inputted in to the pharmacoeconomic
model.46
www.thelancet.com Vol 61 July, 2023
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Costs inputs
The direct medical cost parameters were estimated,
including drug acquisition, inspection, pulmonary
function test, CT chest, oxygen therapy and acute exac-
erbation cost. We calculated costs and effects per
simulated patient with the same discount rate 5%
(0–8%) per year, represented with gamma
distribution.47–49 The general disease status involved ex-
amination and testing costs related to follow-up care.
With disease progressed, patients received additional
oxygen support therapy. We uniformly summarised the
use of equipments and drugs during first aid and hos-
pitalisation (oxygen treatment included), as an episode
expense of acute exacerbation. Drug costs were derived
from the 2022 average sales price (ASP) drug pricing
files of the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services
(CMS).50 We modeled the costs of therapy administra-
tion, pulmonary function test, CT chest, and oxygen
therapy based on the 2023 Medicare physician fee
schedule.51 A paper published by Yu et al.52 rendered the
management costs related to acute exacerbation. In-
spection and pulmonary function test were set as three
times per year; CT chest was set as one time per year;
oxygen therapy was set as twice a week.1,53 We adopted
baseline values as the mean, and plus or minus 25%
from mean values as standard deviation for cost inputs.
All costs were inflated to 2022 US dollars using the
Consumer Price Index.

Cost-effectiveness analyses
To seek for the optimal treatment for IPF, we employed
the method of extended dominance in the cost-
effectiveness analysis.54 Cost-effectiveness was further
assessed by calculating incremental cost-effectiveness
ratios (ICERs), interpreted as the expected cost per
additional unit gain in utility, using the willingness-to-
pay (WTP) threshold values of US$150,000 and
$200,000 per utility.55,56 We measured the likelihood that
an intervention being most cost-effective under a certain
cost-effectiveness threshold. Net monetary benefit
(NMB), defined as the monetary benefit of an agent in
terms of health gained minus the costs, was also esti-
mated for each treatment strategy.

Sensitivity analyses
To account for the uncertainty of model parameters on
calculated estimates, assumptions were checked by
deterministic and probabilistic sensitivity testing ap-
proaches to identify sensitive factors. One-way deter-
ministic sensitivity analyses were conducted, exhibiting
the robustness of expected ICERs to key parameters of
the model, and summarised as tornado diagrams. Prob-
abilistic sensitivity analyses were performed by drawing
random samples out of their respective statistical distri-
butions within 10,000 Monte Carlo simulations, to verify
the global parameter robustness, and were depicted as
cost-effectiveness scatter plots and cost-effectiveness
www.thelancet.com Vol 61 July, 2023
acceptability curves.57 Table 1 summarised key param-
eter inputs to the economic model, including cost data
and health utility estimates, evidence sources, ranges of
the sensitivity analyses, and provided details on the types
of distributions assigned to each.

Role of the funding source
The authors received no funding for this study.
Results
Network meta-analysis
Fig. 1 presented the literature search process. From
7839 potentially relevant records, we identified 51
eligible articles (53 trials, 12,551 participants involved,
listed in Supplementary Text S3) in accord with the
eligibility criteria, which covered 20 unique drug ther-
apies for treatment of IPF. A summary list of studies
excluded at full-text screening stage was shown in
Supplementary Text S4. In total, 6872 participants were
randomly assigned to an active intervention and 5679 to
controls. Descriptions of the retrieved publications were
available in Supplementary Table S1. Baseline charac-
teristics including sex, age, sample size, dosage, dura-
tion, follow-up, and comparator arms were generally
balanced across studies. The medians and interquartile
ranges for male ratio, age, and sample size of each
comparison arm were 0.76 (0.08), 67.49 (3.69), and 119
(188), respectively. With respect to ethnicity, 38 (76.5%)
of the studies provided White patients, 16 (31.4%) pro-
vided Asian patients.

Supplementary Fig. S1 exhibited the overall results
of risk of bias assessment for each research, that iden-
tified the main limitations as possible lack of perfor-
mance bias (7/51, 13.7%) and detection bias (10/51,
19.6%) listed in Supplementary Table S2.

In terms of alleviating all-cause mortality, the efficacy
of drug therapies for IPF was assessed for all 20 in-
terventions, and a network of eligible comparisons was
presented in Fig. 2A. NMA estimated from 53 trials with
a total of 12,551 participants. Of 210 possible compari-
sons, 26 (12.4%) were compared in publications directly.
Pirfenidone (RR [95% CI], 0.42 [0.23, 0.81]), nintedanib
(0.37 [0.17, 0.81]) and N-acetylcysteine (NAC) + pirfe-
nidone (0.16 [0.03, 0.89]), were associated with
decreased all-cause mortality with statistically superior-
ity compared with placebo or no treatment in NMA
(Fig. 2B). Absolute rates ranged from 1.3% to 47.9% for
all options presented respectively in Fig. 2B. Ranking on
reducing all-cause mortality, pentraxin appeared to be
the highest one, followed by nintedanib + pirfenidone,
NAC + pirfenidone, etanercept, nintedanib, pirfenidone
et al., however, data derived from pentraxin,
nintedanib + pirfenidone or etanercept was provided by
merely one case. GRADE summary for each comparison
on all-cause mortality was summarised in Fig. 2B, and
moderate certainty of evidence was noticed. Most
5
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Baseline value Lower limit Upper limit Distributiona Source

Drug cost (per year), $b

NAC (600 mg, tid) 11,232 8,424c 14,040c Gamma (11,232, 2808) CMS 202250

Ambrisentan (10 mg, qd) 110,783 83,087c 138,479c Gamma (110,783, 27,696) CMS 202250

Bosentan (125 mg, bid) 250,200 187,650c 312,750c Gamma (250,200, 62,550) CMS 202250

Imatinib (600 mg, qd) 570,910 428,182c 713,637c Gamma (570,910, 142,727) CMS 202250

Macitentan (10 mg, qd) 103,820 77,865c 129,776c Gamma (103,820, 25,956) CMS 202250

Nintedanib (150 mg, bid) 106,632 79,974c 133,290c Gamma (106,632, 26,658) CMS 202250

Pirfenidone (400 mg, tid) 23,198 17,399c 28,998c Gamma (23,198, 5800) CMS 202250

Sildenafil (20 mg, tid) 46,148 34,611c 57,686c Gamma (46,148, 11,538) CMS 202250

Colchicine (1 mg, qd) 1858 1,393c 2,322c Gamma (1,858, 464) CMS 202250

Cyclophosphamide (100 mg, qd) 44,856 33,642c 56,070c Gamma (44,856, 11,214) CMS 202250

Etanercept (2.5 mg, biw) 767,902 575,926c 959,877c Gamma (767,902, 191,975) CMS 202250

IFN-γ (200ug, tid) 98,606 73,954c 123,257c Gamma (98,606, 24,651) CMS 202250

Warfarin (2.5 mg, qd) 774 581c 968c Gamma (774, 194) CMS 202250

Follow-up cost (per year), $b

Acute exacerbation 14,731 11,048c 18,414c Gamma (14,731, 3683) Yu 201652

Oxygen therapyd 6978 5,234c 8,723c Gamma (6,978, 1745) Medicare PFS51 (CPT4: 94,453)

Pulmonary function testd 132 99c 165c Gamma (132, 33) Medicare PFS51 (CPT4: 94,727)

CT chestd 140 105c 175c Gamma (140, 35) Medicare PFS51 (CPT4: 771,250)

Inspectiond 107 81c 134c Gamma (107, 27) Medicare PFS51 (CPT4: G0463)

Health utilitiese

Progression-free survival (QALYs) 0.88 0.75f 0.93f Beta (0.88, 0.09) Mohindru 2020,58 King 2008,59

Behr 2019,60 Richeldi 201413

Progressed disease (QALYs) 0.82 0.74f 0.87f Beta (0.82, 0.06) Mohindru 202058

Acute exacerbation (QALYs) 0.60 0.44f 0.76f Beta (0.60, 0.16) Mohindru 202058

Progression-free survival (DALYs) 0.02 0.01f 0.03f Beta (0.02, 0.01) GBD 201745

Progressed disease (DALYs) 0.22 0.15f 0.31f Beta (0.22, 0.08) GBD 201745

Acute exacerbation (DALYs) 0.41 0.27f 0.56f Beta (0.41, 0.14) GBD 201745

Effectivenessg

All-cause mortality

Acute exacerbation 0.62 0.49f 0.83f Beta (0.62, 0.17) Arai 2017,61 Aso 2019,62 Hozumi
2019,63 Kawamura 201764

NAC 0.02 0.01f 0.13f Beta (0.02, 0.01) NMA Fig. 2B

Ambrisentan 0.08 0.07f 0.09f Beta (0.08, 0.02) NMA Fig. 2B

Bosentan 0.04 0.03f 0.04f Beta (0.04, 0.03) NMA Fig. 2B

Imatinib 0.04 0.02f 0.11f Beta (0.04, 0.01) NMA Fig. 2B

Macitentan 0.29 0.24f 0.32f Beta (0.29, 0.04) NMA Fig. 2B

Nintedanib 0.13 0.07f 0.29f Beta (0.05, 0.01) NMA Fig. 2B

Pirfenidone 0.13 0.03f 0.41f Beta (0.07, 0.01) NMA Fig. 2B

Sildenafil 0.08 0.04f 0.11f Beta (0.14, 0.02) NMA Fig. 2B

placebo or no treatment 0.18 0.01f 0.81f Beta (0.16, 0.01) NMA Fig. 2B

NAC + Pirfenidone 0.04 0.02f 0.06f Beta (0.04, 0.01) NMA Fig. 2B

Nintedanib + sildenafil 0.10 0.09f 0.11f Beta (0.10, 0.02) NMA Fig. 2B

Colchicine 0.41 0.39f 0.43f Beta (0.41, 0.09) NMA Fig. 2B

Cyclophosphamide 0.47 0.40f 0.54f Beta (0.48, 0.04) NMA Fig. 2B

Etanercept 0.02 0.01f 0.03f Beta (0.02, 0.02) NMA Fig. 2B

IFN-γ 0.16 0.15f 0.17f Beta (0.17, 0.02) NMA Fig. 2B

Warfarin 0.19 0.16f 0.22f Beta (0.19, 0.09) NMA Fig. 2B

Pirfenidone + sildenafil 0.17 0.14f 0.20f Beta (0.17, 0.04) NMA Fig. 2B

Acute exacerbation rate

NAC 0.04 0.01f 0.28f Beta (0.04, 0.01) NMA Fig. 2D

Ambrisentan 0.13 0.11f 0.15f Beta (0.13, 0.02) NMA Fig. 2D

Bosentan 0.11 0.03f 0.14f Beta (0.11, 0.01) NMA Fig. 2D

Imatinib 0.09 0.03f 0.14f Beta (0.09, 0.01) NMA Fig. 2D

(Table 1 continues on next page)
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Baseline value Lower limit Upper limit Distributiona Source

(Continued from previous page)

Macitentan 0.06 0.05f 0.07f Beta (0.06, 0.02) NMA Fig. 2D

Nintedanib 0.05 0.04f 0.12f Beta (0.05, 0.01) NMA Fig. 2D

Pirfenidone 0.11 0.02f 0.42f Beta (0.11, 0.01) NMA Fig. 2D

Sildenafil 0.06 0.03f 0.31f Beta (0.06, 0.02) NMA Fig. 2D

placebo or no treatment 0.08 0.02f 0.68f Beta (0.08, 0.01) NMA Fig. 2D

NAC + Pirfenidone 0.03 0.01f 0.03f Beta (0.03, 0.02) NMA Fig. 2D

Nintedanib + sildenafil 0.09 0.07f 0.21f Beta (0.09, 0.02) NMA Fig. 2D

Colchicine 0.25 0.08f 0.14f Beta (0.25, 0.01) NMA Fig. 2D

Cyclophosphamide 0.25 0.19f 0.31f Beta (0.25, 0.01) NMA Fig. 2D

Etanercept 0.63 0.51f 0.75f Beta (0.63, 0.07) NMA Fig. 2D

IFN-γ 0.05 0.05f 0.25f Beta (0.05, 0.01) NMA Fig. 2D

Warfarin 0.29 0.23f 0.35f Beta (0.29, 0.01) NMA Fig. 2D

Pirfenidone + sildenafil 0.11 0.08f 0.14f Beta (0.11, 0.03) NMA Fig. 2D

Disease progression rate

NAC 0.11 0.02f 0.36f Beta (0.11, 0.01) NMA Fig. 2F

Ambrisentan 0.27 0.22f 0.31f Beta (0.27, 0.02) NMA Fig. 2F

Bosentan 0.26 0.16f 0.31f Beta (0.26, 0.02) NMA Fig. 2F

Imatinib 0.25 0.21f 0.29f Beta (0.25, 0.05) NMA Fig. 2F

Macitentan 0.21 0.18f 0.25f Beta (0.21, 0.04) NMA Fig. 2F

Nintedanib 0.49 0.29f 0.71f Beta (0.49, 0.01) NMA Fig. 2F

Pirfenidone 0.15 0.02f 0.44f Beta (0.15, 0.05) NMA Fig. 2F

Sildenafil 0.07 0.03f 0.53f Beta (0.07, 0.02) NMA Fig. 2F

Placebo or no treatment 0.29 0.04f 0.72f Beta (0.29, 0.01) NMA Fig. 2F

NAC + Pirfenidone 0.25 0.13f 0.65f Beta (0.25, 0.04) NMA Fig. 2F

Nintedanib + sildenafil 0.26 0.21f 0.31f Beta (0.26, 0.04) NMA Fig. 2F

Colchicine 0.56 0.30f 0.79f Beta (0.56, 0.11) NMA Fig. 2F

Cyclophosphamide 0.20 0.15f 0.25f Beta (0.20, 0.05) NMA Fig. 2F

Etanercept 0.07 0.04f 0.08f Beta (0.07, 0.04) NMA Fig. 2F

IFN-γ 0.09 0.08f 0.25f Beta (0.09, 0.01) NMA Fig. 2F

Warfarin 0.25 0.21f 0.29f Beta (0.25, 0.05) NMA Fig. 2F

Pirfenidone + sildenafil 0.73 0.66f 0.80f Beta (0.73, 0.05) NMA Fig. 2F

Other

Age, years 67.30 66.54h 68.04h Normal (67.30, 0.75) Supplemental Table S1

Discount rate, % 0.05 0.00f 0.08f Normal (0.05, 0.04) Sanders 2016,47 Hultkrantz 202148

Follow-up period, years 12.00 11.00h 17.00h Normal (12.00, 3.21) Supplemental Table S1

Expected life, years 78.5 NA NA Uniform (78.5) WHO 202243

Abbreviations: NA, Not applicable; IFN-γ, Interferon-γ; NAC, N-acetylcysteine; qd, Once daily; bid, Twice a day; tid, Three times a day; biw, twice a week; NMA, Network
meta-analysis; CMS, Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services; PFS, Physician fee schedule; GBD, Global Burden of Disease; WHO, World Health Organization; QALY, Quality-
adjusted life year; DALY, Disability-adjusted life year. aDistributions were presented as (mean, standard deviation). bAll costs estimates were inflated to 2022 US dollars using
the Consumer Price Index. cBaseline values as the mean; plus or minus 25% from mean values were adopted to estimate standard deviation. dInspection and pulmonary
function test were set as three times per year; CT chest was set as one time per year; oxygen therapy was set as twice a week. eThe health utilities are values that vary
between 0 and 1, and have no units. fPossible maximum and minimum values. gThe transition probability and absolute risk for all-cause mortality, acute exacerbation and
disease progression per year, were derived from our network meta-analysis, as shown in Fig. 2B, D and F. hValues with 95% confidence intervals.

Table 1: Key parameter inputs to the economic model and the ranges of the sensitivity analyses.
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pairwise meta-analyses (PWA) indicated outstanding
consistency in both tendency and significance with
respect to the corresponding NMA results, apart from
interferon-γ (IFN-γ), warfarin, ambrisentan, and
nintedanib + sildenafil in tendency, warfarin and
NAC + pirfenidone in significance. Supplementary
Fig. S2 represented all regimens suggesting the indi-
vidual contributions to the holistic outcomes of all-cause
mortality. Substantial between-study heterogeneity was
www.thelancet.com Vol 61 July, 2023
noted in cyclophosphamide, IFN-γ, nintedanib and pir-
fenidone for all-cause mortality (I2 = 50.6%, 75.7%,
62.1%, 68.0%, respectively, Supplementary Table S3).

With regard to acute exacerbation, 18 interventions
(46 trials, 10,952 participants) were assessed, and
network geometry was exhibited in Fig. 2C. Pirfenidone
(0.60 [0.40, 0.87]), nintedanib (0.61 [0.38, 0.95]) and
imatinib (0.47 [0.24, 0.88]), presented significant dif-
ference compared with placebo or no treatment in NMA
7
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Fig. 1: Flowchart of search strategy.
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(Fig. 2D). Pentraxin had the highest superiority to
reduce the incidence of acute exacerbation when
comparing and ranking these treatments, followed by
nintedanib + sildenafil, NAC + pirfenidone, imatinib,
nintedanib, pirfenidone et al., however, information on
pentraxin was provided by only one study. GRADE
summary indicated high to moderate certainty of evi-
dence on acute exacerbation.

For progression of disease, 19 interventions (44 tri-
als, 10,437 participants) were evaluated, and network
geometry was showed in Fig. 2E. NAC (0.58 [0.35, 0.88]),
pirfenidone (0.47 [0.29, 0.74]), pamrevlumab (0.22 [0.05,
0.87]) and bosentan (0.52 [0.24, 0.90]), revealed statistical
significance compared with placebo or no treatment in
NMA, based on moderate certainty (Fig. 2F). Ranking
on alleviating disease progression, pamrevlumab
seemed to be the first choice, followed by bosentan,
pirfenidone, etanercept, pentraxin, NAC et al., however,
data from pamrevlumab, etanercept or pentraxin was
provided by merely one trial.

Supplementary Fig. S3 and S4 represented all regi-
mens suggesting the individual contributions to the
holistic outcomes of acute exacerbation and disease
progression. Substantial between-study heterogeneity
was noted in bosentan, pirfenidone in acute exacerba-
tion (I2 = 53.8%, 55.1%), and IFN-γ, NAC, nintedanib,
sildenafil in disease progression (I2 = 74.4%, 57.1%,
92.4%, 65.5%, respectively, Supplementary Table S3).

For lung function (Supplementary Fig. S5A–C), NAC
(MD [95% CI], 0.08 [0.07, 0.09]) and
nintedanib + sildenafi (1.40 [1.26, 1.54]) significantly
reversed FVC decline; nintedanib + sildenafil (0.90
[0.73, 1.07]), NAC (0.10 [0.04.0.16]) and pirfenidone
(0.13 [0.07, 0.20]) significantly reversed diffusion ca-
pacity of the lungs for carbon monoxide (DLCO) decline;
NAC + pirfenidone (52.12 [43.71, 60.53]), simtuzumab
(45.00 [41.19, 48.81]), pentraxin (24.50 [20.59, 28.41]),
NAC (24.18 [21.85, 26.50]), pirfenidone (23.74 [3.99,
43.50]) and nintedanib (22.53 [4.85, 40.20]) significantly
reversed 6-min walk test (6MWD) decline, compared
with placebo or no treatment.

For survival analysis (Supplementary Fig. S6A and B),
nintedanib (HR [95% CI], 0.61 [0.50, 0.73]), pirfenidone
(0.56 [0.44, 0.67]) and bosentan (0.79 [0.59, 0.99]) signif-
icantly increased probability of survival; pirfenidone (0.63
[0.50, 0.75]), bosentan (0.79 [0.59, 0.99]), ambrisentan
(0.57 [0.32, 0.82]) and nintedanib + sildenafi (0.68 [0.38,
0.99]) significantly raised probability of progression-free
survival.

For health-related quality of life (Supplementary
Fig. S7A–C), bosentan (MD [95% CI], −6.60
[−9.60, −3.60]) significantly decreased University of
California, San Diego, Shortness of Breath Question-
naire (UCSD-SOBQ) score, and sildenafil (−4.08
[−7.30, −0.86]) significantly decreased SGRQ score.

In terms of serious adverse events, 19 interventions
(45 trials, 10,174 participants) were assessed, and
network geometry was exhibited in Supplementary
Fig. S8A. Most drugs reported no obvious difference
compared with placebo or no treatment in NMA and
www.thelancet.com Vol 61 July, 2023
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Fig. 2: Network geometries and forest plots of drug therapies for idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis on treatment efficacy. (A) Network
geometry of eligible comparisons for all-cause mortality. Line width corresponds to the proportional to the number of individual trials it
connects comparing each pair of interventions. Node size corresponds to the proportional to the number of randomly assigned participants
contributing to particular treatment. Number of the trials (patients) were exhibited. (B) Summary plot for all-cause mortality. Pooled risk
estimates represented summary rate ratio with 95% confidence intervals (CIs) compared with placebo or no treatment. Bold and underlined
indicated statistically significance. (C) Network geometry for acute exacerbation. (D) Summary plot for acute exacerbation. (E) Network
geometry for disease progression. (F) Summary plot for disease progression. Abbreviations: NAC, N-acetylcysteine; IFN-γ, Interferon-γ.
αLimitations in study design or execution (risk of bias); βInconsistency in results; γIndirectness of evidence; δImprecision of results; εPublication
bias; ζMagnitude of the effect; ηPlausible confounding.
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Fig. 3: Cluster ranking plots of surface under cumulative ranking curves for efficacy and
tolerability results from network meta-analysis. (A) All-cause mortality versus serious adverse
events. (B) Disease progression versus serious adverse events. (C) Acute exacerbation versus any
adverse events.
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PMA, apart for ambrisentan (9.86 [3.80, 26.50]) in NMA
(Supplementary Fig. S8B). With regard to any adverse
events, 20 interventions (43 trials, 11,305 participants)
were evaluated, and network geometry was showed in
Supplementary Fig. S9A. Nintedanib was associated
with elevated incidence of any adverse events with sta-
tistical significance compared with placebo or no treat-
ment in both NMA (2.29 [1.20, 5.04]) and PWA (1.26
[1.07, 1.51]) listed in Supplementary Fig. S9B.
Supplementary Figs. S10–S11 represented all regimens
suggesting the individual contributions to the holistic
outcomes of adverse reactions. Substantial between-
study heterogeneity was noted in NAC, nintedanib,
pirfenidone and sildenafil for any adverse event
(I2 = 57.9%, 73.3%, 79.8%, 69.1%, respectively,
Supplementary Table S3).

Each regimen was ranked according to both di-
mensions of benefits and harms summarised in Fig. 3.
With regards to alleviating all-cause mortality,
NAC + pirfenidone and pirfenidone were better in
either efficacy or tolerability, as located in the lower left
corner (Fig. 3A). In terms of reducing acute exacerba-
tion, pirfenidone, imatinib and nintedanib showed bet-
ter effectivenes and tolerance, as appeared in the lower
left (Fig. 3B). For progression of disease, pirfenidone
and bosentan implied better in efficacy and safety for
IPF in lower left quarter (Fig. 3C).

No evidence for global inconsistency was reported
depending on design-by-treatment interaction method.
Node-splitting approach implied no major inconsistency
between direct and indirect comparisons for all-cause
mortality apart from warfarin and ambrisentan, vs.
placebo or no treatment. No significant difference was
observed in sensitivity analyses on clinical trials phases
(all studies vs. without phase II or without phase II&III,
Supplementary Table S4). As for sensitivity analysis on
high risk of bias studies, statistical discrepancy was
noticed in nintedanib for all-cause mortality and ninte-
danib, pirfenidone for acute exacerbation (all studies vs.
studies without high risk of bias, Supplementary
Table S4). Visual inspection of funnel plots
(Supplementary Fig. S12A–E) and Begg’s and Egger’s
tests (Supplementary Table S5) didn’t reveal prominent
asymmetry for main indicators, implying no substantial
evidence of publication bias, expect for imatinib in all-
cause mortality and any adverse event. Trim-and-fill
analysis further indicated no significant changes on
imatinib in publication bias (Supplementary Table S6).

Pharmacoeconomic analysis
Main assumptions and structure of the model were
provided in Supplementary Fig. S13. Effectiveness in-
puts from NMA for the cost-effectiveness analysis were
shown in Supplementary Fig. S14. The results of cost-
effectiveness analysis on effective regimens were
exhibited in Supplementary Fig. S15. NAC was the
www.thelancet.com Vol 61 July, 2023
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Cost ($) Quality-adjusted life year Disability-adjusted life year Mortality

Effect ICER ($/QALY) Effect ICER ($/DALY) Effect ICER ($/Death)

Ambrisentan 1,390,709 12.12 351,083 12.43 338,887 14.81 281,591

Bosentan 3,731,536 15.10 539,526 14.81 578,244 17.87 468,589

Imatinib 8,441,770 15.16 1,214,542 15.49 1,187,133 17.87 1,064,068

NAC 171,199 12.46 34,564 13.21 30,396 14.81 30,145

NAC + pirfenidone 541,889 15.25 73,632 15.50 72,802 18.36 61,535

Nintedanib 1,523,262 14.29 247,239 14.13 261,478 17.39 201,651

Sildenafil + nintedanib 1,645,400 10.48 720,180 10.73 695,453 12.69 593,555

Pirfenidone 339,890 12.97 66,434 13.58 60,791 15.61 55,734

Sildenafil 449,460 9.31 393,023 9.99 266,959 10.95 428,753

Abbreviations: NAC, N-acetylcysteine; ICER, Incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; QALY, Quality-adjusted life year; DALY, Disability-adjusted life year.

Table 2: Costs, effects and incremental cost-effectiveness ratios of all treatment options for idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis compared with placebo.

Articles
minimum cost agent. NAC and the combination of
NAC and pirfenidone were recommended as the
dominant strategy based on QALY, DALY or mortality,
for lower cost and greater utility. Table 2 described the
costs, effects and ICERs of all treatment options for IPF
compared with placebo.

As summarised in Supplementary Tables S7–S9,
NAC yielded an additional 4.23 QALYs, 4.81 DALYs or
4.85 death compared with placebo, with a minimum
cost of $171,199. NAC + pirfenidone improved effec-
tiveness by prolonging 7.02 QALYs and reducing 7.10
DALYs and 8.40 death, and raised an overall cost by
$516,894, resulting in ICERs of $73,632 per QALY,
$72,802 per DALY and $61,535 per death, respectively.
Expected incremental net money benefits at $100,000,
$150,000 and $200,000 WTP thresholds were shown in
Supplementary Tables S7–S9. Given WTP thresholds of
$150,000 and $200,000 per utility, NAC + pirfenidone
had the highest probability being cost-effective for pa-
tients undergoing IPF, reported as 60%–79% for QALY,
53%–72% for DALY and 83%–92% for mortality.

We performed several sensitivity analyses to test the
stability of the model under various assumptions. Uni-
variate deterministic sensitivity analysis of the cost-
effective agents described the changes of base case
values to their lower and upper values, with 23 param-
eters involved. Tornado diagrams of NAC + pirfenidone
were provided in Fig. 4, implying that there was no
susceptible factor noted within the WTP thresholds of
$150,000 and $200,000. Cost-effectiveness acceptability
curves of probabilistic sensitivity analyses on all treat-
ment options were exhibited in Fig. 5A–C. NAC had the
highest probability being cost-effective at WTP thresh-
olds between $40,000 and $90,000 approximately, as the
threshold increased, NAC + pirfenidone had the highest
probability being cost-effective when assuming WTP
between $140,000 and $300,000 approximately, based
on QALY, DALY and mortality. Cost-effectiveness scat-
ter plots of all available IPF regimens were listed in
Fig. 5D–F.
www.thelancet.com Vol 61 July, 2023
Discussion
In our study, we integrated direct and indirect evidence
from 51 publications, 53 trials, comprising 12,551 in-
dividuals with IPF, for evaluating the relative efficacy,
tolerability and cost-effectiveness of all currently avail-
able drug strategies and offered a rank order to seek the
optimum intervention through NMA and cost-
effectiveness analysis. Overall, a majority of regimens
presented sufficient efficiency and good tolerance
compared with placebo or no treatment, however with
evidently discrepant financial burden of disease.

The findings from the NMA indicated that,
NAC + pirfenidone and pirfenidone appeared to be su-
perior to alleviate all-cause mortality in both effectiveness
and tolerability. In terms of decreasing acute exacerba-
tion, NAC + pirfenidone, pirfenidone, nintedanib and
imatinib were considered better efficacious and tolerable.
With respect to reducing progression of disease, pirfe-
nidone and bosentan implied better in either efficacy or
tolerance. NAC, nintedanib + sildenafi and pirfenidone,
might significantly reverse lung function decline. We
appraised the effectiveness and safety of drug therapies
for IPF through comprehensive analysis of these out-
comes in NMA, and indicated that pirfenidone and
NAC + pirfenidone were considered better efficacious
and tolerable.

In our analysis, imatinib might show slight advan-
tage in reducing the incidence of acute exacerbation.
However, no benefits were observed in key indicators,
such as mortality, disease progression and lung function
(DLCO, FVC, 6MWD, etc). These results were generally
consistent with current RCT and guidelines, which have
proposed a strong recommendation against the use of
imatinib.65,66 Similarly, the NMA presented that bosen-
tan might alleviate disease progression, and data from
BUILD-159 and BUILD-367 suggested an improvement in
disease progression. However, no benefits were discov-
ered in other major parameters, and the guidelines have
proposed a conditional recommendation against the use
of bosentan.65
11
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Fig. 4: Tornado diagrams of deterministic sensitivity analyses exhibiting incremental cost-effectiveness ratios (ICERs) at the lower and
upper estimates of data inputs on the combination of N-acetylcysteine (NAC) and pirfenidone based on (A) quality-adjusted life year
(QALY) (B) disability-adjusted life year (DALY) and (C) mortality. The diagram represented the association of variables with the ICERs of
interventions vs. placebo. The vertical blue line in the middle represented the ICERs in the base-case analyses. Key parameters were arranged by
magnitude of influence on the ICERs.
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Fig. 5: Cost-effectiveness acceptability curves and scatter plots of all treatment options for idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis. Cost-
effectiveness acceptability curves were displayed based on (A) quality-adjusted life year (QALY) (B) disability-adjusted life year (DALY) and
(C) mortality. Cost-effectiveness scatter plots were displayed based on (D) QALY, (E) DALY and (F) mortality. Abbreviations: NAC, N-
acetylcysteine.
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Therapeutic effect of NAC monotherapy for IPF in
our NMA was consistent with the previous RCTs,68,69

indicating a significant improved 6MWD, while no dif-
ference was found in mortality, acute exacerbation and
other outcomes, and the guidelines have proposed a
conditional recommendation against the use of NAC
monotherapy.65 However, after integrating with the re-
sults of pharmacoeconomic analysis through Markov
model (simulation with a larger sample size and longer
period), NAC was suggested as a minimum cost agent
owing to the relatively cheap price compared with other
drugs.

The cost-effectiveness analysis attempted to bring
together the evidence on clinical effectiveness and costs.
Our analysis recommended NAC and NAC plus pirfe-
nidone as the cost-effective strategy based on QALY,
DALY and mortality. NAC was the minimum cost agent,
with a overall cost of $171,199. Compared with placebo,
NAC + pirfenidone improved effectiveness by
www.thelancet.com Vol 61 July, 2023
prolonging 7.02 QALYs, and reducing 7.10 DALYs and
8.40 death; and raised a overall cost by $516,894,
resulting in ICERs of $73,632 per QALY, $72,802 per
DALY and $61,535 per death, respectively. NAC plus
pirfenidone was associated with the highest probability
being cost-effective at WTP thresholds of $150,000 and
$200,000. Sensitivity analyses implied WTP threshold as
an influential factor, in short, when assuming the WTP
to be low ($40,000–$90,000 approximately) or high
($140,000–$300,000 approximately), the most cost-
effective agent for IPF was NAC or NAC + pirfenidone.

Our findings about the overall efficacy and safety of
IPF regimens are generally consistent with the NMA
published by Pitre et al. (2021)23 in Thorax with 48
cohort studies and RCTs identified, and revealed that
nintedanib, pirfenidone and sildenafil alleviated mor-
tality; nintedanib, nintedanib + sildenafil, pirfenidone,
pamrevlumab and pentraxin reduced decline of overall
FVC. Moreover, our study paid more attention on health
13
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utility values for further economic evaluation on medi-
cal treatments of IPF. Previous evidence of pharma-
coeconomic analysis on IPF medication was
insufficient, with limited number of drugs and trials,
and the results were greatly influenced by regional dif-
ferences. Porte et al. (2018)19 reported that, nintedanib
appeared to be a more cost-efficient therapeutic option
than pirfenidone, however Clay et al. (2019)70 reached an
opposite conclusion, both in a French setting. Rinciog
et al. (2020)71 implied nintedanib to be more cost-saving
than pirfenidone assuming a Belgian healthcare payer
perspective. In addition, Dempsey et al. (2021)14 sug-
gested that nintedanib and pirfenidone were not
considered cost-effective compared with symptom
management for IPF in the United States due to their
high price.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first evalu-
ation of all currently available drug strategies for treat-
ment of IPF, that has offered a rank order for options on
the balance of efficacy, safety, and cost-effectiveness,
which comports better with the needs of clinical medi-
cation for policy makers, clinicians, and patients.

We performed a comprehensive retrieval to acquire
universal profiles of the present research findings, and
focused on health utility parameters of IPF. Network
approach achieved the integration of direct and indirect
evidence facilitating to raise the statistical extension of
data. The certainty of evidence was appraised by GRADE
approach offering an explicit level for decision makers.
Large sample size, magnitude of estimate, stable
sensitivity, and high consistency between direct and
indirect evidence reinforced the confidence in findings.
For pharmacoeconomic study, Markov model simulated
the multi-states of IPF, reflecting the general process of
disease. We considered DALYs from the GBD Study
2017 published by The Lancet,45 providing a basis on
drug selection for medical insurance policy. Intuitive
evaluation combined with objective indicators arrived at
a rational conclusion.

The evaluation has several clinical implications. Our
finding suggested that NAC plus pirfenidone could be
considered as a cost-effective option for treatment of
IPF, however, current ATS/ERS/JRS/ALAT clinical
practice guidelines1,2 have not addressed the application
of this therapy, which may provide evidence for devel-
opment of prescribing guidelines for rational drug use.
Nintedanib has exhibited advantages in decreasing acute
exacerbation and reversing lung function, and received a
conditional recommendation for use in guidelines,
while we do not make a priority proposition in the
present investigation after comprehensive consideration
of patients’ life time prognosis and its high price.

The findings of our research should be interpreted
regarding the following deficiencies. First, NMA shared
finiteness of the retrieved individual literature. Potential
performance and detection bias within some articles,
might be taken into account when understanding the
results. Baseline differences undermined the compara-
bility and transferability of data. To seek deviation, we
conducted baseline analyses across trials with no sta-
tistical significance reported, indicating no major causes
of concern. It might be noted that substantial between-
study heterogeneity was observed in several treat-
ments, such as NAC.

Second, clinical interpretation of this NMA was
influenced by the extent of comprehension of indirect
evidence. Although leading network inconsistency was
not detected in most comparisons for primary end-
points, the results should be interpreted cautiously and
more head-to-head evidence is required. In addition,
findings of the research are limited on account of the
restricted number of trials in some nodes, and the small
sample size in some trials. Moreover, the ranking of
potentiality for treatment of IPF might be compre-
hended modestly owing to a considerable number of
comparisons across interventions failing to achieve sta-
tistical superiority. Sensitivity analysis on the risk of bias
indicated that, nintedanib and pirfenidone may intro-
duce significant bias in some parameters, which should
be noticed.

Third, the expression of utility scores of quality of life
differed among trials. EQ-5D was preferentially
considered for estimating QALYs when available,
otherwise, SGRQ was extracted and converted by equa-
tion. QALY data were derived from RCTs enrolled in our
NMA, which might overlook information from non-
pharmaceutical treatment. Furthermore, some RCTs
didn’t reported the progression rate of disease, we
reckoned it as the absolute decline in FVC ≥5%
predicted.

Fourth, our results are limited by the constraints of
Markov model. The length of follow-up in the trials
concerning the NMA was clustered around 12–24
months, while our cost-effectiveness analysis made a
much longer projections (US life-tables) confined to the
short-term trial evidence. Fortunately, the current Mar-
kov model, which informed assumptions about health
state transitions and treatment pathways, seemed to be
insensitive to time horizon.

Fifth, it should be noted that long-term safety of IPF
regimens is complicated and unclear owing to the wide
variety and great difference of adverse drug reactions
involved, which may introduce considerable uncertainty
in model input. Besides, in sensitivity analyses of
pharmacoeconomics, for parameters missing plausible
ranges of variation, a unified variance of plus or minus
25% from mean values was assumed. This range may
have been inaccurate for some variables, notwith-
standing, the measure is commonly applied in phar-
macoeconomic evaluations.

Finally, disparities in currency form and drug pricing
should be noticed for application when generalising to
other geographic regions. Additionally, some novel tar-
geting agents, for example pamrevlumab, were
www.thelancet.com Vol 61 July, 2023
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eliminated from economic investigation for the absence
of drug price, in spite of the advantageous efficacy for
IPF. Subpopulations in economic evaluation were not
discussed for lack of elaborate evidence.

In conclusion, the NMA and cost-effectiveness
analysis informed that the optimal drug therapies for
treatment of IPF was the combination of NAC and
pirfenidone at WTP thresholds of $150,000 and
$200,000. Large well-designed and multi-centre trials,
addressing adverse events rate and quality of life under
multifarious conditions, are warranted to provide a
better picture of IPF management in the further
studies.
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